Introduction
On a chilly Connecticut day in 1815, the Hartford Convention adjourned after nearly a month of top-secret deliberation. This convention, organized for the purpose of addressing Federalist grievances amid the costly and unpopular War of 1812, turned out to be one of the most controversial and divisive events in early American history. Although the convention's proceedings were shrouded in mystery and its delegates sworn to secrecy, the resolutions it yielded-including the prohibition of any trade embargo lasting over sixty days and the requirement that each president be from a different state than his predecessor-would fuel accusations of corruption, treason, and elitism against the Federalist Party until their subsequent dissolution just nine years later.
How, one might ask, did American political discourse deteriorate to the point at which a secretive convention of Federalist elites discussed New England secession as a distinct possibility? For many Democratic-Republicans at the time, it was clear that the culprit was none other than a radical group of northern Federalists hailing from Essex County, Massachusetts.
This conservative splinter of the Federalist Party was aptly-and pejoratively-referred to as the "Essex Junto." Like many radical political factions throughout history, this small group of New England Federalists contributed significantly to the political and sectional polarization of its time-one of propaganda, widespread mistrust, and deep-seated conspiracy theories.
There are two schools of thought regarding the true nature of the Essex Junto. The first, outlined in David Fischer's piece "The Myth of the Essex Junto," calls the very existence of the Junto into question, claiming that it was merely the brainchild of conspiratorial Jeffersonians across the aisle. The second, articulated in Dinah Mayo-Bobee's dissertation "Understanding the Essex Junto: Fear, Dissent, and Propaganda in the New Republic," argues that the Junto was not a myth, but a legitimate player on the early American political stage, albeit one whose main function was merely as a "propaganda tool."
1 This study will seek to reconcile these two arguments in order to decide both the true nature of the Junto and their role in the ultimate dissolution of the Federalist Party.
Fischer's "The Myth of the Essex Junto" is arguably the most prominent piece of scholarship regarding this topic. Fischer argues in his 1964 treatise that the Junto's historiographical imprint materialized not during the years in which it supposedly existed, but in the decades following the dissolution of the Federalist Party. The Junto was, Fischer contends, not a salient group with a defined set of goals, but rather a mythologized manifestation of widespread fear on the part of Democratic-Republicans that their political opponents would ultimately tear the Union apart. Each member of the so-called "junto" individually possessed the wealth, prestige, and upper-class predilections necessary for political influence, but as a unit their political clout was highly exaggerated in politics and the media. In actuality, the Essex Junto was simply a small social circle of prominent Massachusetts men who espoused a set of elitist political views that deemed them a useful propaganda tool in a society gripped by fears of autocracy and disunion. The association between these men can be traced back to colonial times, before the American Revolution catapulted them into the realm of political influence. speculation of conspiracy and factionalism ultimately led to public conjecture that this small but powerful group was secretly controlling political proceedings and propelling the fledgling nation towards tyranny. This ubiquitous fear was exacerbated by the development of political parties in the late eighteenth century and the adversarial culture of accusations, conspiracies, and factionalism that followed.
Party Politics and Polarization in the New Republic "The common and continual mischief's [sic] of the spirit of party are sufficient to make it the interest and the duty of a wise people to discourage and restrain it." 24 These were the famous last words of George Washington's presidency in his 1796 Farewell Address.
Unfortunately for Washington, his quixotic vision of America's future ultimately proved to be no match for the competing visions of democracy that characterized subsequent decades. The sectional and ideological differences that characterized the fledgling nation eventually manifested themselves in the creation of the two party system, in which the two contrasting sides of the political spectrum were diametrically opposed in nearly every respect. 25 A far cry from the individualistic rhetoric of the Revolution, the partisan divisions universally feared by statesmen proved to be a hallmark of early American politics. In light of the controversy and conspiracy that plagued the Federalist Party from the outset, it is apparent their decline and eventual collapse can be largely traced back to a single notorious source: The Essex Junto. What began as an exclusive social circle in northeastern Massachusetts eventually evolved into nothing more than a political bogeyman and sensational propaganda tool. The Junto was, in actuality, neither merely a myth nor a clearly defined political player. Instead, it was a small group of modest national influence whose inherent divisiveness deemed it a perfect target for Jeffersonian propaganda. But the secessionist rhetoric of Timothy Pickering, combined with the aristocratic status and pro-Britain leanings of his contemporaries, were proof enough for the majority of the nation that these elite and powerful men actually were conspiring to divide the country.
Samuel Adams captured this sentiment in an impassioned speech before the Massachusetts legislature in 1781. He advised his peers to vote cautiously in order to frustrate the aristocratic agenda of a Junto whose goal was to "change the love of liberty into a spirit of faction." 40 In the decades that followed, however, it became clear that the true threat to American democracy was not an amorphous and sensationalized Junto, but the political opportunists who propagated the hysteria surrounding them. In the end, the Essex Junto proved to be nothing more than a symptom of a broken political system, one where the threat of secession was ever-present and the use of propaganda and smear campaigns was the preferred method for political discourse. The true threat to American democracy was never a powerful and secretive Federalist hegemon from Essex; instead, it was the "spirit of faction" that they symbolized all along.
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